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Each training with EQUIMETRE can be qualified in order to consult the data in a pertinent way according to the conditions of 
the training. Click on the ‘Edit training’ button to modify the elements of qualification. After filling every blank, click on ‘Save’.

Edit multiple trainings at the same time

Each day, the trainings of the day can also be qualified all at the same time using the «Edit today’s trainings conditions» 
button on the dashboard.

To avoid having to requalify one training at a time, the Equimetre platform allows you to apply the same qualification to 
several training sessions at once. The multiple qualification window appears after a qualification of an individual trai-
ning, check the boxes corresponding to the trainings to which you want to apply the same conditions. 

OPTIONS AVAILABLE WHY USING IT

Horse Every horse of ‘My yard’ is available If a training has been allocated to a horse by mistake, it can 
be allocated to another horse afterwards. 

Training Type Soft Canter, Canter, Good Canter, Soft Gallop, Gallop, Hard 
Gallop, Jumpouts, Intervals, Jumping

To be pertinent, a comparison has to use two trainings 
that can be compared. By qualifying the type of work, you 
can find easily every comparable trainings (See data file 

#Analytics)

Track Enter a new track by clicking  on ‘New track’. After that, this 
track will be available on the drop-down menu. Compare every training from the same track.

Track surface Grass, Dirt, Sand, PSF, wood chip, mâchefer, turf Compare every training on a same ground, analyse the 
performance of each horse according to the ground. 

Track condition Firm, good to firm, good, good to soft, soft, heavy
Fast, standard to fast, standard, standard to slow, slow

Compare every training on a same ground, analyse the 
performance of each horse according to the ground. 

Rider’s name Enter new options by clicking on ‘new rider’, the new ones 
will be added to the drop-down menu.

Analyse the influence of the rider on the horse’s perfor-
mance. 

Intensity Grade from 1 to 5 about your feeling on the horse’s training 
intensity. Link your feeling to objective data.

Comment Add any elements that could help you in your future 
analysis. 

Personalise the training, remember what happened during 
this training. 

Delete Training By clicking on the ‘Delete’ button, the training won’t be 
visible anymore from your platform. 

If one training has been recorded by error, you can delete it 
from your platform.


